
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

UPF HUNGARY EVENT 

For the Peaceful Unification of Korea 
Peace Embassy, Budapest, Hungary, January 29, 2022 
 

By György Kozma 

As the first step to build a substantial foundation in the society to support establishing the Heavenly Unified 
Korea we organized a cultural event with the artists AFP-s on the commemorial day when Hungary established 
diplomatic relationship with Republic of Korea. (1/29/1989) 

We reflected upon the relationship of the two country, Korea and Hungary since 19th century. One of the main 
connection point is, that the composer of the Korean anthem also studied in Hungary for 4 years between 
1938-1941, and his teacher was the well know Zoltán Kodály. Also both national anthem put God to the center 
to protect the country. Upon this foundation we could explain how important it is to put Heavenly Parent tot 
he center if we want to create true peace. 

So this thoughts guided us to offer the Peace Water ceremony. Three religions , the Zen Buddhism, by Dr. 
Ádám Orosz, Protestant Christianity by Rev. György Kulin, furthermore the Islam by Ahmet Sliman and UPF 
represented by Mr. Marek Skrodzki offered the Peace Water Ceremony. (One of the AFP represent the Jews, 
could not attend due to corona.) 

The flow of water turned to flow of accords by the acknowledged Artisjus és Pro Cultura Minoritatum 
Hungariae prize awarded guitarist, Dr. Ferenc Bernáth. He offered very amazing music. 

Next performance was done by a young piano teacher and artist born in Transcharpatia (Ukrain area populated 
with many Hungarians). He played a music, titled River flows in you, composed by a Korean musician, Yiruma. 

We invited a VIP, Dr. Árpád Gógl, (82) who was Minister of Health in the government 1998-2000. He attended 
in Korea for True Parents’ coronation ceremony. He also received one of the highest award from the President 



of Korea in 2011 for strengthening the relationship of the two countries. He was supposed to offer the key 
address, however he reported us his sickness, and due to that he could not attend on the event.  

However we had more chance to introduce in more details what foundation True Parents layed down for Korea 
since 1991 when they met Kim Il Sung. How True Mother, the Mother of Peace is working so hard to mobilize 
all the world leaders to fulfill the dream of Heavenly Unified Korea. We could explain the process of Rally of 
hope, the Think Tank 2022 Forums, and the upcoming World Summit.  

After this lecture a Korean traditional dance was performed by our AFP, Dr. Mónika Tóth. 

We had one more famous artist whom we invited. She performed in North Korea in the presence of Kim Il Sung. 
She was ready to share again her story and perform on our event. However she did not arrive during the 
program, and we also did not get any notification from her and we could not reach her. (This morning we could 
receive a message from her that due to vaccination she got fever, etc. and felt very sorry that could not alarm 
us.) 

So suddenly had to solve the situation. We asked the protestant representative, Rev. György Kulin to share few 
thoughts. Actually it was pretty good and inspirational. Also the three artist performed extra. 

At the end of the program we prepared a greeting card to True Mother and a resolution that we offer our 
prayers, devotion and support for Heavenly Unified Korea.  

All presented AFPs, and faith representatives, as well as the guests signed that for True Mother. 

The event was broadcasted via zoom as well. Right after the event immediately I received a congratulatory 
message from an emeritus professor Gábor Osváth , who was teaching Korean language and literature, and 
translated several books from Korean. He felt that all participants indeed dedicated to help for the unification 
of Korea. 

This is event is our offering at the end of the year. 

Thank you very much. 
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